Guild Token - GuildToken.io
-10% Fee to Enter
6% to share holders, split between all currently held tokens ( 1 GUILD Token for 1 XTZ)
2% into Tezos Staking Reward Pool (paid to all holders of staked tokens that were staked 10 days or more)
Calculated from (XTZ) Tezos staking.
1% paid to referrers account immediately upon entry – If no referral, then 1% goes to Staking Reward Pool.
1% to developer
-6% Fee to Exit
3% back to share holders, split between all currently held tokens
2% back to Tezos (XTZ) Staking Reward Pool (of which is staked in Tezos)
1% to developer
(6% fee is based on total amount, including profits)
1 Guild Token is equal to 1 Tezos which is designed to calculate value based on smart contract.
Token name: Guild – an association of people for mutual aid or the pursuit of a common goal.
The Guild Program is designed to pay approximately 5% to 7% per month, but may yield more for the first
participants. (There are no guarantees on minimum profits)
Credibility of Guild : The Guild Program is built upon Tezos, and is built on the Tezos Blockchain which enhances
the staking of Tezos and has the lowest transaction fees compared to any ERC20 token.
The smart contract code is also made public showing transparency.
Program entry, has a 10% flat transaction fee applied. Instead of this going to the exchange, A portion of
the Fee is split between all currently held token holders! 6% to Guild Token holders, 2% into Tezos Staking
Reward Pool, 1% paid to referrers, 1% to developer.
XTZ and Guild rewards must be Re-Rolled and then you can withdraw immediately upon time of un-delegation.
Participant may re-enter program, if participant wishes. Re-Roll of Profits is done by participant through the
Dapp and transaction fee is about .04 to .06 cents depending on the price of Tezos. Also the participant must
stay in the program for at least 10 days to receive Reward Pool Profits.
Dapp is located at: https://GuildDapp.io
In signing up for the Guild Token program you will never be asked to reveal your private key from your Thanos
Wallet. You will only be asked to login with your password. This program is not a recommendation to buy or sell
securities or financial instruments of any kind.

